Determiners

Underline the determiners in the following sentences and state their types:
1. These boys stay near my house. _________
2. Our parents are very sweet and understanding. _________
3. Every candidate is deserving of the post. _________
4. This colour is my favourite. _________
5. A lot of problems are easy to solve and don’t take too long to solve.
_________
6. I knew some of the people present at the wedding last night. _________
7. Which house is the architect working on? _________
8. What is the meaning of this poem? _________
9. Every person present here wants to know the truth. _________
10. Each student must come up with an original story. _________
11. Your sister is very talented. _________
12. Few of these mangoes are ripe and sweet. _________
13. They are the parents of my best friend. _________
14. That house has been bought recently. _________
15. Where is your new boutique located? _________
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Answers
1. These boys stay near my house. Demonstrative
2. Our parents are very sweet and understanding. Possessive
3. Every candidate is deserving of the post. Distributive
4. This colour is my favourite. Demonstrative
5. A lot of problems are easy to solve and don’t take too long to solve.
Quantifier
6. I knew some of the people present at the wedding last night. Quantifier
7. Which house is the architect working on? Interrogative
8. What is the meaning of this poem? Interrogative
9. Every person present here wants to know the truth. Distributive
10. Each student must come up with an original story. Distributive
11. Your sister is very talented. Possessive
12. Few of these mangoes are ripe and sweet. Quantifier
13. They are the parents of my best friend. Demonstrative
14. That house has been bought recently. Demonstrative
15. Where is your new boutique located? Interrogative
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